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THE WOOSTER VOICE

KEVIN WAUGH
Assistant News Editor
A Wooster student was assaulted
in front of Culbertson House this
past Saturday night
Around 11:30 p.m.. Security
broke up a group of people who
were in the midst of a heated argumales,
ment and four
group
volatile
a
left
who had just
secampus
that was broken up by
Beall
curity, were walking down
Avenue toward the intersection at
Wayne Avenue.
The student who was speaking
with people in front of Culbertson
House, grew suspicious of the
strangers because two of them
were holding baseball bats.-- 1
. They were spreadlflBt, hut you
could tell they were together," he
non-Colle-

1

ge

said.

"I asked them why they were
carrying bats and one of them said,
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'none of your business."
One male without a bat became
verbally aggressive, according to
JEANENE SPOHN
the victim, who tried to ignore the
Staff Writer
stranger. Soon thereafter, the student was struck in the jaw.
In January of 1989 the then
"Someone hit me from behind,"
Dean of Faculty. Glenn Bucher, rehe said. "Fm not sure if it was
ceived a petition signed by 65 fadone with a bat or not because it
culty members which requested an
was out of my range of view." A
investigation into the "NC gradwitness confirmed that the victim
ing policy. A change was diswas, in fact hit with a bat
and voted on in a spring facussed
The student who remained conwith 57 members
meeting,
culty
scious throughout the episode,
33 voting against
and
approving
was admitted immediately to the
"F"
grade.
using
the
Wooster Hospital where initial
In 1973 a committee was formed
revealed no fractures.
research the matter
Following the incident the four to examine and
changing the "F grade' to an
attackers moved in the direction of of
"NC;" this committee was chaired
The Underground beneath
JfesswuPf .EngUsiwJHenry.
tredgeDiiuaz llall jvUieuptm sev- .Iby
Herring.
Over a two year period
eral students surrounded the four
of time the committee researched if
some.
and how grades motivated students.
see Assault: page 7
They sent out questionnaires to
Wooster students and faculty in addition to studying the grade patterns at Wooster and other colleges. After much research, the decision was made to change the "F"
grade to an "NC." Herring stated
that six years later another committee was formed to review the
1973 decision. The committee recommended that the use of the
"NC" grade be continued.
Herring, who spoke at some
length in defense of the "NC" on
the floor of the faculty meeting in

ged'to "F"

r
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X-ra- ys

Rachel Lawrano

Ret?wC)Park
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May. eels strongly that the "NC"
grade should not have been eliminated. Herring believes that when
a student enters a class he or she
lacks knowledge in that field. The
student therefore must achieve a
level of knowledge to receive credit
in that class. "If the student does
not gain that knowledge for some
reason, credit should not be given," Herring stated.
When the decision was made regarding the "NC," Herring was the

chair of the English department
and to his knowledge saw no information publicized to either faculty
or students. Herring also felt that

the committee could have re
searched the grade change more

ex-

tensively with more consideration
and input from students. "The decision," Herring stated, "was one,
made in haste and one that could
have waited a year to become poli-cy.

i
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Also opposed to. the grade
change is Professor Carolcc Tai-paof the French department
Speaking of the language department Taipalc feels that students in
the French classes will panic because of the method, in which
lc

.

see NC

to F:

page 7 ,

Dyson provides his "Western
Vision of the Universe"

Mike

Pepper

as the Scots go
A Wooster player attempts to block a kick
page 13 for
See
on to win the Wooster Invitational.
complete

details.

Wooster.
Since this year's forum theme is
"Citizens of the Universe," Dyson
was an obvious choice as a guest
Freeman Dyson, a British-bor- n
speaker. Along with being a theophysicist will be on campus Sepis intember 11 and 12 as part of retical physicist Dysonminimizvolved in disarmament
Woostcr's fall forum series. Dying loss of life in war, and the in"A
son will give his lecture, titled
into the galWestern Vision of the Universe," crease of our frontiers
tied into
at 7:30 in McGaw chapel. On axies, all of which can be
theme.
forum
Tuesday, September 12, Dyson the
an exwill be meeting with seminar Two years ago Dyson gave
graduWoostcr's
speech
to
classes whose advisors have made cellent
after
ating class. Dyson,
prior arrangements with Donald Ja.interest to speak '
here
at?
physics
of
cobs a professor
ANN SCHMITZ
Staff Writer

V

f

a

prcvi-ouslypk-

w

ing again at Wooster, readily accepted Woostcr's invitation to
speak again, this time as a forum
speaker.

Dyson's book Disturbing the
Universe is on the reading lists of
many first year seminar classes.
Some of Dyson's other books include infinite in All Directions,
Origins of Life, and Weapons of
Hope.
For the past 35 years Dyson has
been professor at the Institute For
see Dyson: page 4
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Editorial: Paula Gunn Allen

This past Wednesday night I attended the first of the Fall Forum lectures; Paula Gunn
Allen addressed "Visions of the Universe and Human Actions." Allen is a Native
American who brought her perspective to the campus, her perspective of a population
(the Native Americans) who have been subjugated to virtual slavery in a land that was
once theirs.
Gunn was angry and she was hurt and she shared these emotions with her audience;
that was part of her effect, part of her power. Some people were offended by her brief
mention of sexist language, and others were offended by her attack of "white man."
One student went so far as to say that she only presented her side: the Native American
side.
But you see, that was her point A population that has not only been excluded from
white history, but worse, from recent debates on race, (as Bryant Gumbel states it)
black and white. So, even in education about racism, there is, at times, oversight.
e
"
(what an
But never mind all that. Whether you' thought Allen was a
(at
term), or a bleeding liberal (all the more power to her), or an
least, a fresh perspective, at most, an alternative to be explored), Allen made one point
quite clear. Education is one central cure to our sick environment, one way to combat
the exclusion of women, or blacks, or Buddhists, or the aged, or the physically challenged, or yes, even Native Americans.
-

assi-nin-

"rad-fem-

anti-industrial-

.

WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE,

Editor-in-chi-

ist
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Letters to the editor
Spread Omission
Dear Editor
It was very disappointing not to
see any information about the International Student Affairs in the
center spread of last week's Voice.
Unfortunately, it makes us wonder
if the Voice doesn't find international student affairs important
enough to put together with the
coverage of other administration
matters. It also makes us sad to
remember the lack of coverage of
international student activities in
last year's Voice, and leaves us
hoping that it will change this

Editors Note:

LTE: The editorial staff of the
Voice apologizes for the ommis-sio- n
of Jim Citron from our
spread. It was certainly an oversight, rather than a planned
A profile of Citron will
appear in the September IS issue
of the Voice.

Twenty-fiv- e

om-missi-

arti-

cles exclusively concerning international issues were run within the
27 issues of the 1988-8- 9 Voice.

Spread Omission
Dear Editor,
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Wc would like to draw your attention to the spread tilled 'Key administrators provide students with
avenues of communications,' published in the Sept 1 issue. Wc
want to question why Jim Citron,
the Director of International Student Affairs, was excluded from
this article. Considering the fact
that he advises 9 of the college
population, should he not be regarded as a 'Key Administrator? It
was surprising to read about the
Director for Black Student Affairs,
considering that the percentage of
Black Students docs not exceed
that of the Internationals. Representation for the International students was ignored.

'.----

.'.

on.

Mis captioned photo
To the editor
The cover page headline of last
week's Voice read "College installs
phone system." A lengthy story
followed the headline and rightly
so; the installation of individual
room phones on campus is indeed
big news. The last of the wagon-trainlo- g
cabinism seems to be fading from campus.
The article, however, is not the
focus of this leuer, rather, I would
like to question the choice of the
front page picture. Below the photo of a very large and deep ditch '
across Bcall Avenue, the caption
reads, "Phone installation tied up
Bcall Avenue during the summer."
Hmmm, last lime I checked, even
the largest of phone cables did not
require ditches of 20 to 25 feet
deep and wide for burial and proper
installation. So, I did a little in- see

Letters:

page 3
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Wailing for a quick response,
ISA Executive Committee

year.

A group of concerned students:
Zeynep Apaydin
Erich Ippen
Yalman Onaran
Sander Olson
Steve Borishansky
Fatih Inal

ef

Some administrators were informed and given the opportunity
to send information about themselves. According to Jim Citron,
he came to know about this when
he read the Voice on Friday night.
Wc request that a written explanation be sent personally to Jim
Citron from whomever is concerned. Wc also request that a separate article be published as soon
as possible, covering the office of
International Students Affairs and
its functions.

We welcome all typed, double-space- d
letters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on the Tuesday
before publication. The editorial staff reserves the right to edit andor
hold all submissions.
Editorials and opinion columns arc the responsibility of the writers and
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of other members of the staff.
A one year subscription io The Wooster Voice costs $25, and a one
semester subscription costs $15. These prices include the cost of mailing. Subscription orders and other commentary may be addressed to
Attn.: Editor, The Wooster Voice, P.O. Box 3187, The College of
Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691. (216)263-200ext 2757.
0,
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What's on
MELFORD FERGUSON
Opinions Editor

Name: Peter Eyestonc
Hometown: New Jersey

Indented Major:
I interviewed eight first year students to find out what political or
social issue they found motivating, and why ihcy chose Wooster.
These first year students were randomly selected, and I got some diverse and interesting responses
which are given below :

Prc-la-

basic human right for a woman to
have control over her body."
Why did you choose Woost-

w

-.

Name: Andrew Craig
Hometown: Spencer, Massachusetts
Intended Major: Undecided

What political or social

is-

sue do you find interesting?
Eyestonc finds the student uprising in China to be interesting. He
stated that the uprising is interesting "for the realization of people
power.

Why did you choose Wooster to do your undergraduate
studies? Eyestonc represents
the fourth generation in his family
that attended Wooster. He stated, "
I like everything about
academics, students and the soccer
program."
it-ca- mpus,

What political or social issue do you find interesting?
Craig found the issue of poverty
to be interesting. He believes the
United States government is not
doing enough to fight poverty.
There is too much money spent
by the government on building de-

Name: Dana Jackson
Hometown: Ashland, Ohio
Intended Major: Mathematics
and Biology

fense.

What political or social

Why did you chose Wooster
to do your undergraduate
studies? "Well, it has a good

sue do you find interesting?

study abroad program, and I like
the thesis program." Andrew also
found the overall curriculum at
Wooster to be good.

Letters from page

2-

is-

Sincerely,
Pclcr- - T. Siratton

Van Cleave responds
Dear Mr. Stration,
Thank you for being the 9th person to inform a member of the cdi- -

er to do your undergraduate
studies? Jackson says that she
felt welcomed at Wooster during
her visits. The information that
was sent by the College was also
helpful in making her choice.

pro-choi- ce

torial staff of the error we made.
This error, however, should not be
confused with sensationalism. In
fact, I find it surprising that you
find anything particularly stimulating or sensational about a steam
tunnel. Moreover, I'm very sorry
that you don't think enough attention "is paid to the front page of
our College's newspaper," perhaps
you'd like to join the layout staff?

Hometown: "Fostoria, Ohio
Intended Major: History

Intended Major: Biology
What political or social issue do you find interesting?

Editor-in-chie-

1988-9- 0

f,
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is interesting." Schaok is against
the destruction of our forests and
woods which provide oxyen for
humans.
Why did you choose Woost-

er to do your undergraduate
studies? "It was comparable to

er to do your undergraduate
studies? "It is a well known

What political or social issue do you find interesting?
"Anything that has to do with
black men and women and their
survival in the future." Jones
states that he is concerned about
the conditions of blacks in America because, "I am black and would
like' future generations to have an
easier road than I did.

Why did you choose Wooster to do your undergraduate
studies? "It was a place where I
could learn (small classes, personal attention and a quiet atmos-

Politics
In

Name: Bharanisankar

Name: Alfred Thompson '
Hometown: Cleveland, Ohio
Intended Major: Economics

Palaniap-pa- n

Hometown: India
Intended Major: Physics and

"

any other college I looked at,"

college academically."

'-

-.

Computer Science

What political or social Issue do you find interesting?

What political or social issue do you find interesting?

Thompson finds race relations in
America interesting. He stated that
the "dream of Martin Luther King,
Jr. is a dream deferred."
Why did you choose Woost-

.

Palaniappan finds the issue: of
pollution interesting because it af.

fects everyone.

Why did you choose Wooster to do your undergraduate
studies? Woostcr's size and
lty-student
ratio was impressive
Palaniappan.
to

er to do your undergraduate

facu-

'

:-

Name: Nick Schaok

--

studies? The size of the black
student population was a major
factor in attracting Thompson to
Wooster. Also ha Matedtbttolartt
students here are more culturally
and socially aware at Wooster than
other comparable schools."

I) recognized
to
exist and 2) reIsrael's right
when Yassar Arrafat

V

nounced terrorism. These arc the steps that Israel
and the United States have been
calling for as a precursor to negotiations. Yet it has been almost a
year since Arrafat took that first

Review

step and Israel has made even more

demands. How much longer can
the United States, in good conscience, continue to subsidize their

FRANK ANDORRA

economy?

Sincerely yours,
William Van Cleave

What political or social issue do you find interesting?
"The destruction of natural habitat

Majors stated that cleaning up the
environment was important to her.
She exclaimed, "It is my life if
the environment was destroyed, it
would affect the lives of humans
in a negative way."
Why did you choose Woost.

Name: Steven Jones
Hometown: Washington, D.C.
Intended Major: Psychology

Although Jackson is not an
advocate, she is
tive
phere).
concerned about the abortion issue. Jackson stated that she cares
about this issue because she is fe- ' Name: Shannon Majors
male. Also, she exclaimed, "it is a Hometown: Wooster
ac-

-

vestigating. Upon calling the Service Building, I discovered that the
pictured ditch had nothing to do
with phone installation at all.
Over the summer, the College laid
a new steam tunnel in the aforementioned ditch. NO PHONE
LINES WERE LAID WITHIN
THAT DITCH.
So, why was the picture used
with such a caption and in reference to an article tilled, "College
installs new phone system?" Perhaps more attention should be paid
to accuracy and less to sensationalism. Pictures ofJhe quad or other
places on campus lined with
ditches would
smaller phone-lin- e
approprimore
only
not
have been
as
well. I
accurate
more
ate, but
atmore
future,
hope that, in the
page
of
tention is paid to the front
our College's paper.

miedls?

First-Year- s'

Take the blinders off, George.
The carnage continues in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip as Yitzhak "The Terminator" Rabin
seems intent on exterminating the
Palestinians as a people. Most recently, Rabin has authorized the
use of live ammunition to "stop
masked Palestinians" who resist
arrest in the occupied territories.
Rabin claims that the move is
solely intended to keep Palestinian
hoodlums from terrorizing the
population (as if the population
hasn't already been terrorized
enough by Israeli militia).
It seems to me (though I seem
to be in the minority in this country) that the United States has
turned the other check long
enough.

The Israeli regime, which consistently ignores world opinion
and continues the massacres with
the funding of the U.S., has already killed 557 Palestinians in
the uprisings. How many deaths
are too many?
I don't leave the Palestinians
completely blameless (their protests are hardly along the lines of
ones that this
the
country made so famous), but it
seems to me that in a war, as this
should rightfully be called, someone should take the first step.
The PLO (who, even after being
chosen as the representatives of
the Palestinians in the occupied
territories, the Israelis saw fit to
ienore anvwav) took that first steo

Israel has caused enough death and

destruction. It's time to force
them to the table by withdrawing
all economic and military aid from
them.
I, for one, am sick and tired of
my tax money going to support
those who refuse to sec reality and
begin negotiations for an acceptable peace.

non-viole- nt

Correction

In last week's editorial it was
stated that a national march will
take place for Abortion Rights
on November 12. Actually, due
to a recent decision, the march
on November 12 will be a state
march at the capitol, Columbus.

!rriT

.
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The Underground (Ichfs)
makes structural changes
DAVEROYSE
Staff Writer
s,
The Underground, formerly
management
is under new
this year and many changes arc in
store for the campus night spot,
according to John Wesley of the
Student Activities Board.
"It'll be very different," Wesley
said. "We're going for a whole
new feeling." In addition to the
club's new red, white and black
color scheme, the Underground
will be more ambitious in seeking
live entertainment The club has
already booked one comedian and
is working on getting four others
to perform during the year. Televisions will also be added for
Icha-bod'-

"J
Newsservices

Freeman Dyson, renowned physicist and writer, will return to Wooster to speak.
-

1-

Aidvancod Study at Princeton. His

stein, and his awards have included

colleagues have included J. Robert
Oppenhcimcr, Kurt Godcl, John
Von Neumann, and Albert Ein

the Hughes Medal of the Royal
Society of London, the Max Plank

w,

Mellon fellowships

Wt
Dyson from page

films and sporting events.
Wesley also said that the club
would like to try to add food to the
fare it offers at the bar, possibly
pizza or nachos. Despite all the
changes, Wesley said that the prices will remain the same as in past
years.
The initial reaction to The Underground was very encouraging,
according to Wesley. Over 350
people attended the grand opening
celebration on Friday night alone.
One student in attendance, Liz Sat-osaid that the club "was a vast
improvement over last year, and
seemed a lot busier."
The Underground is located in
the basement of Kitircdge.

Medal of the German Physical Society, and the J. Robert Oppenhcimcr prize among many others.

The College has received announcement of the 1990 competition for Mellon Fellowships in
the Humanities. The contest is
sponsored by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Each year, the
three-yeFoundation awards 100-12-5
fellowships to exceptionally
promising college seniors who
plan careers as college teachers and

ar

scholars.
Wooster seniors in the humanities or history who are contemplating graduate study may wish
to enter this competition. For further information about the fellowships and application procedures,

students should contact Paul
Christianson of the English

de-

partment

Revisions in Sexual Assault and Racism policies in Scot's Key
ERIK A C. POETHIG
Staff Writer
acaIn the fall of the
demic year a student filed a complaint with the Student Government Association Cabinet describing the faults which she saw first
hand in the judicial process at the
College. The student was especially concerned with the way the
case in which she was involved
was handled. This led to the forcommittee of
mation of an ad-hthe SGA, called the SGA Student
Adovocacy Committee. It joined
with the Coalition for Judiciary
Revision Core Members (CJR),
and both groups examined the
problems in the judicial system at
the College of Wooster.
In the winter of that school year
the two committees finally compromised on 13 recommendations
to bring before SGA General Assembly, and then on to Campus
Council. Some of the suggestions dealt with laws of procedure
which were already used by the Judicial Board, but which needed
clarification. The. most crucial
changes required definite revision
1988-8- 9

oc

--

of sections in the Scot's Key.
This year's Key includes some of
the suggestions made by CJR and
SGA, as well as a number of suggestions proposed by the Judicial
Board which formed a committee
to look into problems with the judicial system as well.
The following important statements have been added or modified
in this year's Scot's Key "Codes
of Community and Individual Responsibility:"

Section

IX:

Harassment

CoercionIntimidation
B. "While the College will not
confuse allegations with the determination of responsibility through
a fair process, if any student is
found guilty of having committed
such an act acts based on racial
bigotry, the appropriate penalty is
suspension or dismissal from the
institution" (57).
C. "While the College will not
confuse allegations with the determination of responsibility through
a fair process, if any student is
found guilty of having committed
such an act acts of a sexual nature
and acts of intolerance based on
gender differences, the appropriate

penally is suspension or dismissal
from the institution. Such proscribed behavior includes but is
not limited to:
1. Assaults of physical force to
restrain or constrain. According to
Ohio State law, sexual assault occurs when the offender
a. purposely compels the individual to submit to force or threat

of force.
b. prevents resistance of the individual by substantially impairing judgement or control through
administration of drug or intoxicant surreptitiously, by force, by
threat of force, or by deception.
c. coerces the individual to submit by means that would prevent
resistance by an individual or ordinary resolution.
d. knows the ability of the individual to appraise or control his
her conduct is substantially impaired.

e. knows that the individual
submits because heshe is unaware
that the act is being committed.
f. knows the sexual contact is
offensive to the individual or is
reckless in that regard.
. 2. Assaults of a psychological

nature such as torment, intimidation, persistent demands for sexual
participation, language that is
deemed to be verbally abusive, and
repeated questioning concerning
another's sexual activity or sexual
orientation" (57).
Section XV: The Judicial System
B. The addition

of a statement
about the Family Privacy Act of
1974, which confirms the confidentiality of Judicial proceedings.
D,3,a,l. Hearing counselors arc
not allowed to speak out without
first being recognized by the
Chairperson in cither Deans' or Judicial Board Hearings.

At the close of last year, Campus
Council was unable to review and
vote on every recommendation
made by the Judicial Board, SGA
ad-hand CJR committees.
Some issues still require approval
and according to President of Campus Council Qaisar Immam, ihcy
arc a lop priority this fall. The
three major topics yet to be covered arc: the right of ihc accused
and accuser lo have a support person accompany them through the
whole process', the current right of
oc

the accused to read ihc verbatim
statement written by the accuser
before the hearing, and some rede- - '
fining in the order of appeals.
The Wooster community has
taken greater steps to prevent and
punish sexual and racial harassment cases. The new conditions
arc now stated in the Scot's Key
and will be implemented this year
if a situation arises. However
there have been questions about
the benefit of a term of punishment Elizabeth Castclli, a faculty member of Campus Council
term, exduring the 1988-8- 9
pressed concern with a sentence of
explusion or suspension. Sanctions which require the guilty to
rethink their actions might prove
more helpful. A rehabilitation and
education program has been instituted by other schools to deal with
harassment cases. One of the recommendations to be covered this
fall is a mandatory seminar for first-yestudents which would deal
with the issue of racial and sexual
harassment The program would
seminot be part of the first-yenar, but would, be .included Jit the
oriematToifproccss.'
ar

ar
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Student leaders make plans
KIM DOUGLASS
Assistant News Editor

Mike

Robert Merillat

Pepper

Wooster gets vnew
police chief
JENNIE FABENS
Staff Writer
June 16 became an historical day
for the town of Wooster this summer when the new Chief of Police
was sworn into office. At age
Robert Merillat is the
31
youngest police chief in Wooster's
history. His age is somewhat
controversial because he competed
for the position with older people

Co-Chairper-

who had more years of experience
on the force. However, he is well
qualified with nine years as a sergeant for Wooster, and before that
with a police department supervisor position in Shreve, Ohio that
gave him administrative experience as well. He is especially
pleased with his new position because he is originally from Woost-see

Police Chief:

The Student Leader's
tion was held in McGaw Chapel
last Tuesday. The focus of this
second convocation of the 1989-'9- 0
year, "Setting the Agenda for
the Year consisted of six student
leaders from various campus organizations speaking briefly to
students and faculty about their
plans for the upcoming year.
Among the speakers were Amy
Scat! iff,
of the
Volunteer Network; Ken Aldridge,
B.S.A. President, Jennifer Belmont, S.G.A. President; Qaisar
Imam, Campus Council Chairperson; Afshad Iran, I.S A. President
and Keith Nahigian, S.AJB. Presi-

page 7

4

son

Mike

dent
Scatliff said one of the goals of
the organization she was representing was "to draw together all of
the service groups into a successful organized force." Some of the
new plans of the Network include
the establishment of student pro
ject heads who will be responsible

.

In the news
YALMAN ONARAN
Series Writer

agenda.

War on drugs becomes the
main issue on administration's agenda: Calling the

drug problem "the toughest challenge in many years," President
Bush declared a national war on drugs with increased law enforcement against drug sellers and users. Bush switched the emphasis
figures such as pilots
from top figures in drug dealing to mid-levand couriers. The administration has also increased the amount to be
spent on treatment for drug addiction.
As elections near in South Africa, apartheid foes step
forces have tremendously in
up defiance: The
South African government in
the
against
creased protests and clashes
response to elections held Thursday. Archbishop Desmont Tutu,
the Nobel prize winner, was among the protestors arrested during
this past week. Hundreds of thousands of workers stayed home from
work on Tuesday to protest the exclusion of the country's black majority from the elections.
el

anti-aparthe-

Employee

bay-o- ut

Speaking on behalf of Campus
Council, Imam reinforced that it is
an organization "for the campus,
for everybody!" Imam said the
Council shares with the whole
campus the "common goal, of
building our intellect"
Irani spoke of the desire of
I.S.A. to increase the number of
American members in order "to
share knowledge and have cultural
exchanges." Some of the projects
being sponsored this year include
an International Festival, Fair and

'? Mr

id

of United Airlines sought by pilots:

The United Airline pilots' union has proposed to buy the carrier in
a bid that would make United the largest company owned by workers in the U.S.

Salvador rebels agree to talks with new government:
Aimed at ending a decade of civil war, leaders of the leftists guerillas

in El Salvador have agreed to talks with the newly elected government. President Christiani will name negotiators to participate in a
meeting due to be held next week outside El Salvador.
China to permit fewer students to study in U.S.: In a
major shift in policy, the Chinese government announced that it
would restrict the number of graduate students it sends to U.S. Chinese officials explicitly linked the move to the recent democracy
movement which they believe shows the great influence of the West
on Chinese students.
Compiled from the New York Times.

Pepper

SGA President Jennifer Belmont
"change the common view that rent issues and to provide services." Some of the upcoming plans
students are apathetic."
on Us agenda includa a-- dialogue
Aldridge introduced the propobetween the College staff and the
sals of the Black Student Association by saying that "the events of Student Health Center, to be based
last year help to explain this year's on concerns raised by a student
questionaire filled out last year.
agenda... there is indeed a racial
Relations between the City of
problem at Wooster." A primary
Wooster and the College, the plangoal of B.S.A. is to establish
"more open communication with ning of alternative mealtolans and
the administration." B.S.A also the sponsoring of racisrnwork-shop- s
are also issues on uus year's

J

Dinner.
Mike Pepper
Campus Council Chair Qaisar Imam
plans to sponsor such events on
for specific areas of service pro-

gramming, as well as the establishment of a central office, and
internship positions in areas of
student interest Scatliff hopes to

campus as Black Film Festivals
and a Diversity Conference.
,0p
Belmont spoke of the S.G.A.
serving to "raise awareness of cur- ;
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Nahigian described the many
functions of the S.A.B. He discussed the various projects S.A.B.
plans to sponsor, including the
weekly, films, entertainment at the
Underground, out of town trips and
the annual Party on the Green.

mt mi

the coming season
and auditions

I
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All
I

are welcome
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Seminar
theme approved for
New

First-Yea- r

Rich Thomas replaces
Mike Mallone in CD&P

90-9- 2'

At the last faculty meeting of
the spring semester, legislation
was passed which determined the
Seminar
ihcme for the First-Ye(FYS) for the next three years to
be " Difference, Power, and Discrimination: Perspectives on Race,
Gender, Class, and Culture." It
will be the first time since the
seminar program began that the
subject has been repeated, with an
evaluation of the program after the
second year. In the past, a new
subject was chosen each year.
Terry Kershaw, Assistant Professor of Sociology and a member
of the Educational Policy Committee (EPC), explained that the
subject arose last spring when the
committee and other concerned fa- culty "recognized a need to address
these issues in a way that the faculty and students would support."
The campus's awareness of racism was raised last spring due to
a series of events that included a
march against racism, a question
and answer session with President
Henry Cope land, and a takeover of
Galpin Hall. Kershaw said that
there was a feeling that many students and faculty did not think that
racial tension was a part of their
reality at Wooster. For them, "it
was not a real issue - it had already
been dealt with."
Events on other college campuses, from USC to Michigan to
Dartmouth, as well as at Wooster,
indicated to some students that
such a complacent attitude and
lack of awareness led to discrimination and racial violence.
When concerned students marched
against racism on the campus and
they
met with
demanded, among other things,
that a Black Studies graduation requirement be adopted by the College. The demands eventually were
formed into a petition which was
delivered to the President. On
April 4, Copeland asked the EPC
to consider the question of a Black
Studies graduation requirement.
At the same general time, according to Dean of Faculty and

discussed by the Black Students
Curriculum Committee. The Black
Studies requirement committee deproposal for a
signed a three-pag- e
graduation requirement and submitted it to the EPC for considera- -

cuss each of the demands separatel-

JOHN MCCRORY
Staff Writer

y-

Williams chaired the Black Studies requirement committee, which
was composed of twelve students,
and three faculty members. This

ar

chair of EPC Yvonne Williams,
the Ad Hoc Committee on the
Quality of Black Student Life, held
an open meeting to discuss the demands of the students' petition.
for
Don Harward,
Academic Affairs, represented
Copeland at this meeting. Committees were then formed to dis
Vice-Preside- nt

Seminar, 1990-9"Difference, Power, and Discrimination:
Perspectives on Race, Gender,
Class and Culture"
First-Ye-

ar

3:

.

on the ways in which
individuals and groups within American society arc shaped
by and shape factors of race, gender, class, and cultural
difference, the structures of authority in the society, and
the patterns of discrimination which these realities create.
The seminar will explore the issues of racial and cultural
distinctivesness (the different worlds in which we live and
which have grown out of our various histories), and the
patterns of oppression and discrimination which groups
and individuals have practiced against each other.
cross-disciplina- ry

Explanation: The purpose and theme of the

Staff Writer
Recently the College of Woost-er'- s
director of Career Development
and Placement (CD&P) Mike
Mallone resigned to assume the
position of Dean at the University
of Cincinatti's Graduate School of
Business. Richard Thomas, former Vice
at
Rubbermaid, has assumed the position vacated by Mallone on
an interim basis.
in
Thomas has" 38 years
the corporate business field and is
thus well acquainted with the mechanics of interviewing and the art
of selling oneself on a resumd.
He stresses the importance of registering for career counseling and
seminars in resume' writing as
soon as possible. Thomas adds
that many companies and organizations do not send recruiters to
the College so it is necessary to
President-Internation-

Purpose: To focus in a College graduation requirement
which is

KEN SWOPE

First-Ye-

ar

Seminar Program will remain the same for these three
years, though the Forum series will change to support the
theme in different ways. The Educational Policy
Committee will continue to set the common text(s), in
collaboration with the staff of the Program. In the spring
of 1992, the first two years of this Program will be
evaluated in anticipation of a decision for 1993-Faculty
development resources will be committed during 1989-9- 0
and thereafter so that faculty are assisted in preparing to
teach the seminar.'

al

Again this year the College has
received funds for small grants to
enhance the independent study projects of juniors and seniors. As in
past years, these grants may be
used to subsidize travel so that students .can work at major libraries,
tion.
In a subsequent meeting of the ' museums, or research facilities or
interview major figures in their
EPC, several objections to the refield of study: bring nationally requirement were raised. It was questioned whether the College could puted scholars to campus for consultation or as readers of senior
offer an adequate number of introtheses; develop an appropriate reStudies
to
in
Black
ductory courses
search tool with which to gather
see FYS: page 7
information (e.g., a questionnaire);

Chinese Resturant
dinners and Cantonese, Mandonese
Szechwan family dinners
To take out or dirre in

see CD&P: page 12

pay for registration for a conference on an independent study topic; and purchase supplies and
small items of equipment, with
the understanding that any equipment (including computer software) becomes the property of the
College and that grant funds cannot replace money currently allotted to departments for equipment
purchasing.
Grant funds, however, arc not
limited to the above. The purpose
see Grants: page 7

&

.Auto Service
Centers

We Do

It Right.

It Right Away.

Fast, courteous service
Low PricesQuality Products

CALL

American and imported cars

262-295-

8

2241 BENDEN DRIVE

Free estimates and safety inspections
263-016-

MONDAY-THURSDA- Y

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

Pepper

appointment with Thomas.
Seniors are classified into two

We Do

Serving American and Chinese luncheons,

FOR RESERVATIONS

Mike

(r

(CONG

HONG

Rich Thomas

Grant Opportunity

4.

committee was to design a proposal for a Black Studies graduation
requirement to be submitted to the
EPC, (at that time chaired by former Dean of Faculty Glenn Buch-e- r,
who left the College in June;
Dean Williams was then a member
of the EPC). The issue of a graduation requirement was also heavily

apply through the mail alone. In
any case the office of CD&P will
assist any senior on this process if
he or she registers and makes an

11:30 -

9:00

11:30-10:0-

0

11:30-10:0-

0

12:00- -

9:00

1

418 E. Liberty
(corner of Liberty and Beall)
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French is taught at Wooster. This
method is one that delivers the language in a rapid manner; Urns, Tai-pafeels students will feel threatened, as though they "have a
whip over their heads." Wooster
is a caring institution and one that
cares about the success of its students, yet this decision does not
display that, said Taipale. Because
of the change, Taipale warned, students should be more aware of
where they stand in their classes
with respect to grades.
The professor that stood out in
acceptance of the grade of "NC"
being changed to "F" was Professor James Perley of the Biology
department. Perley feels the "NC"

le

Lecture on Women
in the Presbyterian
Church
There will be a Lecture

on Women in the Presbyterian Church by

Barbara

MacHaffie,
COW '71, at 7 p.m.

on Wednesday,

Sep-

tember 20, in the Par
lor of First Presbyteri

an

Church,

three

blocks south of the
campus.
Homemade
desserts following the
lecture. Students are
most welcome.

FYS from page

6-

7

allowed students to be irresponsible. The change, he stated, was
made in the 60's, a time of liberation for most institutions and a
time when professors were rewarding the positive. Perley felt that
"the TC grade also enforced the
habit of dropping out of a situation when the pressure increased."
He does not feel that grades reflect the worth of a person, yet the
"NC" allowed students to be manipulative. Students had no realistic
consequence when taking an
"NC," Perley believes. Perley
went on to say that students will
never know what they could have
done because they quit by 'taking

Police Chief from page
er and has a vested interest in the
town.
He found the department to be
well run when he took the position and only had to make some
changes to make the organization operate more smoothly.
The first adjustment he made to
town rules was an attempt to clean
up the square downtown. In response to complaints to the city
about excessive litter and youths
drinking, he changed the parking
restrictions disallowing people to
park there after 9:30 and he increased the number of officers patrolling the area. There are those
unhappy with the change because
of the inconvenience. However, the
in-hou-

se

an "NC." Perley concludes that
the change will have a positive effect, in that students will see that
they need to study.

Sophomore Missy Riedl

be-

lieves that overall the grade change
is "a fair one compared to other
schools that do not have the "NC

grade." She stated that if the
choice is given, of course, people
will take the "NC," but in all respects the change is fair to both
students and faculty. Senior computer science major Amit Tibrewal .
felt that, "The grade change was in graduate schools."
the best interest of the students beIf students still desire to have
cause of how graduate schools
the "NC" option, they must fill
view the "NC." As a senior ap- - out an SNC declaration card with

section.

switch had the desired effect on the
town.

As for the College, the Wooster
police department has a "hands
off" policy in dealing with its
problems. Chief Merillat feels
that security can take care of the
campus and the police will only
come in when needed and called on

by the College. He feels strongly
about his position as a civil servant for Wooster, and respects the
officers on the force.
31
He also appreciates that his position is organized so that he does
not have to take orders from the
mayor and he can make his own
decisions.

Assault from page

1-

-

Here, according to the same witness, the assailants should have
been apprehended but campus security declined to take action.
"We showed security that those
were the four males," he said, "but
they said, 'what can we do?'"
The attackers proceeded to drive
away, but the witness followed
them in order to obtain their li-

the officer who took the call from
responding more effectively.
After the officer broke up an ar-

gument between two
people in front of Culbertson, the
group of people dispersed, and suddenly the victim of the attack was
on the ground. The security officer was told by a witness that
"they went that way." By that
time the attackers had blended with
a much larger crowd of people, and
the witnesses had partially dispersed, so it was not possible to
get descriptions at that time.
Moreover, this crowd of approximately IS people had moved out
onto a public sidewalk, an area
which, according to Foster, Campus Security has "absolutely no
jurisdiction."
The victim of the assault has recovered and suffered no permanent
injury.
non-Colle-

cense number.

"They drove back past Culbert-so- n
House and I was surprised that
security didn't even notice," he
said.

"It seems like all of this took
off guard," he said. "They
made no attempt to identify the
vehicle and even got the number
of the license wrong. I'm starting
to question why we have securisecurity

to require majors in humanities
and social sciences to take a Black
Studies course in their major. Another was a combination of programs. The final proposal was to
use the First-YeSeminar to focus on issues of gender, race and
culture. This last proposal was
chosen by the EPC to submit to
the faculty for approval. The vote
was, however, not unanimous.
Although the Black Studies graduation requirement was not selected by the EPC, Kershaw says it is
"not dead," even though many of
the faculty seem to prefer the FYS
option. Said Dr. Kershaw, "I
would like to see both the First-YeSeminar and the requirear

ar

ment"
In contrast to the Black Studies
graduation requirement, the FYS
proposal would require the entire
faculty to commit itself to becoming informed about issues of
discrimination, difference and pow-

er. Dr. Kershaw pointed out that
Semiadditionally, the "First-Yeevery
new
student It
nar impacts
is impor
this
communicates that
ar

"

5- -

-

accommodate the increase in enrollment that would result Another objection was that the competition for enrollment in the introductory courses would displace students already in the Black Studies
program. However, Williams says
the proposal would have involved
"no extra staffing.' It included expanding the enrollments of existing Black Studies 101 classes and
creating additional sections using
available staff. She pointed out
that it had been cleared with all but
two of the involved faculty members, adding, "we felt it was a
pretty good shot that they'd be
supportive." The proposal also
identified other Black Studies
courses appropriate to meet the requirement
Two other concerns were that the
issue of discrimination should be
discussed during a student's first
semester and that the requirement
would only involve faculty in the
Black Studies program, rather than
all the faculty.
Three other suggestions were
considered by the EPC. One was

the Registrar Office within four
weeks of class. To receive an "S"
or satisfactory the student must do
a minimum of "C-- " work. Work
below a "C-- " will be given an
"NC" or no credit Students can
only take eight classes "SNC"
and these classes must not be in
their major or minor, without
prior approval from their department "SNC" classes only count
for credit and are not figured into a
student's G.P.A. Registrar Glenn
Davis pointed out that all the policies concerning grades are thoroughly explained in the College's
Catalogue under the registration

plying to graduate schools, Tibrewal has found that the graduate
schools view the "NC grade as an
"F" and recalculate the student's
G.P.A. For example, if a student
has a transcript and the grades are
A, B, "C," and "NC" the GP.A.
would read as a 3.0. Once the
graduate schools receive the transcript they would replace the "NC
with and "F" and the G.P.A.
would become a 2.25. Therefore,
Amit feels that "The "NC hindered
students from getting accepted into

tant, and at the very beginning of
the college career." Under the program, new students will be confronted with these issues as soon
as they arrive on campus.
At the faculty meeting in which
it. was adopted, the EPC's proposal
for the FYS was slightly amended
to include class because of the concern that if the seminar were going
to examine discrimination, social
class should also be considered, as
most of the student population is
upper middle class. Other proposed

ty."

Captain of Security Foster said
that a number of things prevented

Grants from page

ge

6- -

of the funds is to enhance independent study projects and to make
possible a higher quality than
would otherwise be the case.
The total available funds this
changes were rejected.
Although the course has yet to be year are $13,500; $5000 have been
designed, the purpose and theme earmarked for students in the natuhave been chosen (see box). The ral sciences. Last year's individual
EPC will be designing the course awards ranged froom $45 to $400.
Students who wish to apply for
this fall in collaboration with the
a
grant should use the following
of
Because
program.
staff of the
e
guidelines:
submit a
the nature of the theme, Susan
says
proposal to Professor Michael
Figge, professor of German,
Kern, Biology Department, no latit is probable that a special workshop for faculty who are to teach er than September 29, 1989;
the seminar will be held in the include in the proposal the specific
spring. In addition, although the way(s) that grant funds will be
FYS will remain the same for the used and the amount of money benext three years, the forum series ing requested; include a brief supwill change each year.
porting, statement from pie, advis- -. .
one-pag-

er(s) indicating that student and ad-

viser have discussed the proposal
in detail and believe that its fund- !

!

1

ing would assure professional
quality and perhaps publication (or
other appropriate recognition) for
the

project

Grants will be awarded to stu- dents with the understanding that
they mast provide the committee
with a written summary, upon
completion of the I.S., explaining
how the money was used. Questions about the grants may be directed to Professor Terry Kershaw,
Sociology Department; Professor
Larry Stewart, English Department; or Professor Michael Kern,
Biology Department

Feature
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Douglas

From

Douglass
DOUG FOWLER

Another grand Wooslcr tradition
went the way of cowboys, old- - fashioned diners, and sock hops over
the summer. A new technology
consigned something hated by
some, but treasured by others, to
the dusty scrapbook of history.
After a long time, Wooster students will no longer be able to
throw books down and run like
crazy to answer the telephone.
Even by their best estimates, nobody can guess when phones were
first installed in dorms, but one
can just imagine folks from the
Class of '39 or earlier abandoning
books on The Great War and
books by young authors such as
Hemingway, stumbling over their
duffel bags, and tripping out of the
room at the ring of a bell, in an attempt to grab the receiver before
the person on the other end hung
up.
Now, I will never again be called
off the phone by someone skating
to the phone closet in his or her
socks impersonating Wayne Gretz-k- y
scooping a hockey puck up
from in front of a defender. I will
never again answer the phone and
be forced to take down a
message,
number and a
pretending that - if I didn't do it
correctly - James Bond would not
be warned in time and the world
would be annihilated.
I remember some interesting
things from that bygone era. Bill
Louth had 13 phone
calls
over three days - two of them were
pizza, I believe, but it's
for K-still an incredible string. I told
him afterwards that his record
would probably never be broken,
and, indeed, now it never will be.
I was studying one afternoon, and
counted nine calls during that period. That's probably not a record,
but it's close.
I could have answered the last
phone call to Douglass - perhaps
to anyone in the student body - the
Thursday morning of exam week
last spring, when it appeared likely Jhat phones would be in each of
IS-di-

50-wo-

D
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Literary magazine,Goliard,
starts with statt ot 25

yif

AMY MAXHIMER
Staff Writer
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Are you tired of having your desk
cluttered up with piles of papers
containing your imaginative and
creative bursts of inspiration?
Goliard can remedy this problem.
Goliard is the student literary
magazine on campus this year.
Anything from prose, poetry and
fiction to critical essays, interviews
and artwork will be accepted for
publication.
According to Shireen Behzadi,
managing editor of Goliard, there
have been numerous attempts at
trying to publish and distribute stuThe
dent literary magazines;
Thistle and TheLunicorn are the
two most recent examples.

They folded because they had pose the literary staff.

Editors of Goliard are Patrick
no support from the administration," Behzadi said. "We will have Ziselberger, artistic editor, Margapublic funding from the College ret Stumpff, senior feature editor,
Doug Sachtleben, poetry editor;
thir year, though."
first-yeJohn McCrory, graphics editor and
"We also got a really good
response which we hope will Amy Burgess, publicity editor.
Subscriptions will be sold in the
keep the publication going," Beh-zafuture. The fee for early subnear
added.
stuis $1.50 and $3.00 for late
scribers
Only College of Wooster
subscribers.
dents may enter their works. There
"Our goal is not really to make
is no length stipulation that must
that much money," Behzadi said.
be met
"We just want a wide mass of peo"Students can submit their
in Lowry Cen- ple to be exposed to the magazine.
tries to Box
ter," said Behzadi. "Your name, The magazine will be available
box number and extension must ac- sometime in early spring."
Behzadi expects that "this will be
company your entries on a separate
new and lasting tradition in stua
paper."
sheet of
Twenty-fiv- e
members, mostly dent publications here at Wooster."
students com
seniors and first-year

di

our rooms this year, but two of us
were going for it, and the other
student was closer, so I let him
handle it It was for someone who
had left anyway. Another call had
come earlier that day for a person
who hadn't left, so I think I took
the last message, but I'm glad I
didn't take the last call.
You sec, firsts and lasts are both
great for memories, but lasts arc
so doggone sad! People smile
joyfully at firsts - their first bicy-cl- e,
their first kiss, perhaps their
Perley began his career in biolofirst day of college, and so on.
LYDIA AMERSON
But we don't like to remember
gy by "taking one intro. course
Staff Writer
lasts. As people, we like to rewhich sparked an interest and led
member the good times. Have
Almost every student who has to taking many more courses."
you ever moved? Do you rememever spent hours taking any type Perley received his B.A. from the
ber taking that one last, long look of Advanced Placement exam has University of Michigan in 1960
at your old home? What about that probably wondered "Who makes and earned both his M.A. in 1961
time that you learned that a pet up these tests?"
and Ph.D in 1965 from Yale Uniyou had been very fond of had
Meet one of the creators: James versity.
died, and you thought of the last
He came to Wooster from
Perley.
time you and that pet played fetch
Perley, who has been a professor
or something. Call me a sentiof biology at the College of
mental old fool, but I enjoyed the Wooster since 1968, is the chair
T.V. show MASH so much of a
committee from
that I wept at the final episode.
all across the U.S. which creates
students in my au- ' the questions for the Advanced
The first-yedience may not understand, but I'm Placement Biology exam.
sure we all remember being awakHe began his interest in the
ened at six a.m. before a big test AP. test by reading and critizing
and hearing someone speak very the exams; later he became a leader
broken English over the phone.
in designing questions and now is
There were good times as well, the head of the committee which
and we should try to recall them finalizes the lest. Although he
while they are still fresh in our never took the test in school
minds. Alas, we often fail to no- (they didn't have A.P. tests at that
tice such wonderful things until it time,) he meets this fall with the
is loo late.
board to determine the ISO objecMike Pepper
Oh, sure, there will be new fun tive questions and single essay
now. Roommates may agree to question for the test next spring.
Professor James Perley
pretend that they arc each other
over the phone, or someone might
try to call a friend in Andrews, dial
HAIR MOVEMENTS II
incorrectly, and somehow get his
EXEUUENCE IN STYLING & CONSULTING
Aunt Sally in Boston on the other
FULL HAIR CARE
end. But, as with all traditions,
we may fail to notice the good
times. Let's make a point to try
Walk-i- ns
Welcome
to remember this time, before the
For Students with ID.
phones in our rooms are replaced
until October-3by something even more
1262-4826- 1
416 N MARKET WOOSTER
C-31- 90

ar

Faculty Profile:

Perley designs AP questions

six-memb-

Wayne State College in Detroit.
One of the 'reasons he came to
Woosterwas, with the riots in Detroit at that time period, ho wanted to teach in an area where there
was less urban conflict. Another
reason for coming here was because of class size.

"(At Wayne State) I taught

er

ar

10OFF

1

.

classes with 800 students in them.
I couldn't even see the back row.
Some of the students who were
asking me for recommendations I
had never seen before," he said. He
likes the smaller class size at
Wooster which makes the learning
environment more personable. He
teaches everything from Intro, to
Biology all the way up to Senior
Independent Study.
The best part about teaching for
Perley is "helping students make
progress" and he feels that education "should push you and help
you grow." If he is asked what interests him most about biology,
he is quick to answer "plants because they are the most beautiful
part of biology. Studying living
systems is so exciting."
When not teaching biology or
creating AP. questions for biology exams, he can be found either
knitting, working in his garden or
listening to opera. But aside from
these, Perley definitely feels that
biology is the most important part
of any person's life. Tm sure that
a historian or political scientist
or musician might disagree with,
me, but I can't, jmaginc. anyone
not wanting.td.be a biologist
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Date Rape:
When the rapist is not a stranger

Faculty spend leave times productively
KIM WALTER
Suiff Writer

tory and arc always living for the meeting in Washington, D.C. and
present and the future. His book will eventually be written up as a
is written from an
journal article.
perspective and will be entitled
Robert Blair, professor of So- Chicago Time and Architecture
At the present time the book is in
manuscript form and will be sent
to a publisher in the next couple
of months.
John Sell, professor of Economics, spent the fall semester
last year at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, as a
member of tlic commerce faculty.
He was working on a book-lengdescription of financial markets
and talked with many people in
that area to contribute to his project The work is entitled Financial markets: An Integrated Approach, and is about economic
Gany
theory to financial markets.
Robert Blair
While in Vancouver, he also attended marketing workshops to ciology, continued his research on
keep up on the latest marketing state prison officers on his year
ideas. The summer prior to going leave. It was a follow-u- p investito Vancouver, he was in Europe gation to the work he did on his
school
developing an international intern leave during the 1983-8- 4
Wooster,
coming
to
program in Germany, Switzerland year. Before
and Paris. The program will be he worked as an evaluator of the
training programs for state offiopened to any language or businesseconomics major who is in- cers. This was the original spark
to his interest in this research. He
terested in an internship abroad.
William Scott, from the Psy- is presently organizing a text book
chology department, studied at the on the topic of state officers which
Case Western Reserve University will be entitled The State Prison
It will discuss such isOfficer.
Hospital for his semester leave.
stereotypes of prison
as
the
sues
paHe worked with panic disorder
abuse of inmates, and
officers,
the
tients and. introduced them to new
in male prisons,
officers
female
breathing techniques in order to
He also did a
things.
among other
help them with hyperventilation.
up
on
literature this
catching
He taught them to breathe slowly lot of
previous adhis
past year because
and learn how to refrain from hyperventilating. A student he ministrative position required
worked with will be presenting much of his lime.
The other nine professors who
their work at the COS EN conferon leave will be featured in
were
will
University.
It
ence at Duke
issues of The Voice.
following
also be presented at the AABT
all-Europe-

Many professors arc reluming
this fall after having been on leave
during the lasi school year. Four
of the IS are represented in
(his article: Arnold Lewis, John
Sell, William Scott and Robert
Blair. All of them did some type
of research in their particular .fields-anwill eventually be publishing
as a result of their leaves.

Professor Arnold

d

Lewis of

the Art department began work on
his project during hisl976-7- 7
leave and took the past year to

an

th

is.

Can-Professo-

U

.

-

J-

.

Gary Carr

Professor Arnold Lewis
complete most of the research for
his book. He has been studying
the city of Chicago and how it is
perceived by Europeans. He made
such comments as "(Chicago is)
city
the most shocking,
in the Western world."
He stated that because Chicago
is a city that is realty on the
move. Europeans have a difficult
time accepting the fact that Chica-goadon't take pride in their his
up-to-d- ate

ns

r

EMILY SILVERMAN

Staff Writer

and attempts at assault go unreported.

Why does something like date
The beginning of the new acarape happen at all? Perhaps it is
demic year at colleges and univerdue to a lack of understanding, and
sities brings with it the usual
to the ways, which sometimes difclasses, parties, and everything in fer, in which men and women
between. But this coming togethview romance and relationships.
er of men and women in a living
For men, says Wisniewski, there '
and learning environment brings
is often pressure to "score;" a male '
with it the threat of an old probstereotype. She says that somelem on many campuses: date rape.
times "male students don't underDate rape does not involve a man stand that 'no' means 'no'. Worn- -,
jumping out of the bushes and aten don't send out the signals,
rape doesn't happen because, of
tacking a passerby.
Date rape occurs when a person the clothes they wear.a male de(usually a woman) is forced by any cides he wants to have power over '
means to have sexual intercourse a woman...they don't understand
themselves or women."
against her will; without her conWisAccording to a New York
sent According to Sophie
StuTimes article entitled When the
niewski, Associate Dean of
dents at the College, the rapist is Rapist. is not a Stranger, when
usually someone with whom the men are asked if they would force a
victim is not extremely acquainted, woman to have sex against her
yet who is not a stranger. If rape will if they knew they would not
is to occur, it occurs most often be punished in any way, approximately half say they would. But
on the second to fifth date.
on
prevalent
more
rape
when asked if they would rape a
is
Date
campuses than one might think, woman if they could get away
said they
and has increased in recent years. with it, only 15
Uniseems
be a lack
so
to
would,
there
1983
the
at
For example, in
former
understanding
the
cases
that
of
seven
Illinois,
of
versity of
rape.
situation
That
is
sexual assault were reported.
Wisniewski states that feelings
number rose to 26 in 1987. These
were only the number of reported of guilt, fear, and powerlessness
plague a woman after any rape.
cases. A recent survey of 521 students at Dartmouth College report- There does not seem to be a com- -.
ed that 46 of the women there pletdy effective solution to the
ongoing problem of date rape, but
who had sexual intercourse withone.
no
she feels that "both men and womtold
consent
out their
need to be made aware.
en
some
assaults
that
This indicates
-

1

Annual Comptetition
for Fulbright and other
Graduate Study Grants
Opens
:

Annual Competition for Fulbright and Other.
Graduate Study Grants Opens

The Wooster Voice
is willing to run

personalsclassifieds.

Students can send
messages to friends, or advertise something for
sale, or an extra space in a program house,
or just about anything.

Students who are interested in running a personal
classified
should contact The Wooster Voice office (ext. 2757).

S3.

The United States Information Agency (USIA) and the Institute of International Education (TIE) announce the official opening on May 1, 1989 of the
1990-- 1 competition for Fulbright Grants and other grants tot graduate study
abroad in academic fields and for professional training in the creative and performing arts.
The purpose of these grants is to increase mutual understanding between the
people of the United States and other countries through the exchange of persons, knowledge and skills. Fulbright Grants are funded under the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 through an annual appropriation
made by Congress to USIA and by foreign governments, universities, corporations and private donors. Participating governments and host institutions
in many countries also contribute. Fulbright Grants are. available for study or
research. Travel grants are available to selected countries to supplement
maintenance awards from other sources that do not provide funds for international travel or supplement the applicant's personal funds.
For more information or an application, contact Prof. David Gedalecia.
. History Dept.. .The deadline for fte caee
of applications is October 10.

,
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Students discuss
summer experiences

Reel to Reel
Sabot

and Company

HANS JOHNSON
Staff Writer

of rain, humidity,
and sunshine. It is a time of quiet
and solitude. It is a lime of
This is the world of
It is a lime

This week's guest film critic is
Christopher Minarich.
The Abyss, directed by James
Cameron (Terminator; Aliens ), is
Him starring
an
Ed Harris. Mary Elizabeth
and Michael Bichn.
The film begins with an accident
involving a nuclear missile
equipped submarine. An underwater mining crew , accompanied
by military personnel, is called in
to explore for survivors but what
they find instead is an unknown
life form.
action-adventu-

re

Mas-tranton-

io,

action-adventu-

When I came out of the
film, wasn't sure if I was seasick
from being underwater for two
hours, or from the emotional
the film put me through
- a comment which isn't a criticism.
KS: I have to agree with you
about the tension thai built up in
the film. By the first half hour,
my fingernails were nonexistent!
The action and suspense were what
was to be expected from Cameron
fun, and frightening.
I

-

re

from there.

CM:

rol-lercoas-

rest of the film. It was a little too
fantastic for such a solidly dramatic and exciting film.
KS: At the beginning, I really
liked the idea that this unknown
life form was at the bottom of this
seemingly bottomless and unexplored ocean abyss. It added an
unknown factor to the
genre. The film started
to fall apart for me with the increased contact with the alien life
forms, and it rapidly deteriorated

tcr

fast-pace-d,

I found it hard to tell at
CM:
any given moment where the film
was going. I had no idea it would
end the way it did judging by the
way it started.
KS: You're right it wasn't just
the fact that you couldn't guess
what was going to happen, it was
also that no one could ever have
guessed the ending because it was
so improbable.
CM: I don't think it fit with the

CM: I don't know that I would
go so far as to say "rapidly deteriorated;" there was still a lot of excitement to be had, but I will agree
that the alien was less than up to
par with the quality of the rest of
the picture.
KS: It would have been better to
leave us guessing about exactly
what the alien was, looked like,
and could do.
CM: O.K., enough about the alien, it's not worth it There was
some interesting interaction between Harris and Mastrantonio,
and let's not ignore that sound system! What was it called, Kaihy?
KS: Well, Christopher, it is
called THX" and it was incredible!
Folks, if you are going to see
this film, make sure that you see
it in a theatre that utilizes the
THX system. It really feels like
you arc underwater; you find yourself breathing in sync with the
scuba gear.
CM: What still boggles my
mind is that most of the underwater scenes were filmed in an unused
nuclear reactor.

Hoses meets

-

KS:

... which added the appro-

priate true to life feel to those
scenes. I also appreciated the
strength of the female lead in the
film. Although she was, at first,
the only one sensitive to the
gentle advances of the alien (is the
filmmaker saying something about
the nurturing, pacifist nature of the
female?) she is also the designer of
the underwater oil rig.
CM: I would not necessarily
compare nurturing and pacifism,
Kathy, but that's beside the point
True, she was the only one to assume the alien to be friendly, but,
then, eventually some of the other
crew members came around. She
was, I agree, the real brains on the
craft. I must also say that her
bravery was unsurpassed.
KS: I've heard this film described
as the "ultimate love story." The
relationship between the lead characters involves many personal sacrifices and risks - a job which Harris and Mastrantonio do quite well.
Michael Biehn also docs a good
job as the bad guy.
This film was definitely worth the
'
price that we paid.
The action, romance, and technical
aspects of the film were of top
quality. If it weren't for the last
ten minutes or so of the film, we
might have given it an "A." All
things considered (the film overall,
the ending, and the production
quality) we'll give it a B.
full-admissi- on

Next week's review: sex. lies, and
videotape.

self-sufficien- cy.

Wooster summertimes, a world
which most of us miss when we
cars every
drive off in
May.
For many reasons, scores of
Wooster students each year opt to
remain on campus through the
summer. Although most of the
residents arc busy working, they still recognize the College's slower pace in summer.
This lifestyle suits some residents,
but leaves others looking forward
to the resumption of classes and a
quicker rhythm in the fall.
. ,
in
summer
Wooster
This
brought frequent rains and abundant flowers to the campus. But
for the students who stayed, it
brought unique responsibilities and
rewards. Four students, in particular, share here some experiences of
their Wooster summertimes.
Husein Kitabwalla is from
Nairobi, Kenya. He is a senior,
busy fulfilling a political science
and economics double major.
Over the summer, his second spent
here at Wooster, Husein held several jobs. He worked as Food Service Supervisor, as houscsiitcr for
a vacationing professor, and as
tourguidc and office assistant with
the Admissions Office.
Since he worked so much, Husein did not remain very long in his
room at Kcnardcn. When he was
around, though, he found time to
talk with other friendly summer
and generally quiet not a bad place
residents and to watch television.
Kenarden, he realized, was clean
to live during the summer.
Without a car this summer,
activities were
limited. He did go to Cedar Point
twice and saw Sea World.
well-pack-

ed

off-seas- on

Hu-sci-

n's

On-camp-

us

off-camp- us

experiences, however,
gave Husein a different view of the
College. "Since it was such a
small community over the summer, I became closer to some
and members of the administration," he said.
As a senior, Husein will probably not be able to spend another
summertime in Wooster. If he
could, though, he would try to arrange an
job. The biggest lessons Husein learned this
summer, he said, were "endurance,
commitment, and achievement." "I

fa-cul- ly

off-camp- us

especially enjoyed working for admissions, sharing what I had
gained from my years at Wooster
with prospective students."
Debbie Smith is a junior sociologysocial welfare major from
Pittsford, New York. This past
summer was the first Debbie had
spent at Wooster. Living in
House, Debbie encountered a "busy and spontaneous" atCul-berts-

on

mosphere.

Debbie worked for admissions,
giving tours and doing office
work. With a rather loose schedule and ample access to transportation, she and her friends had many
outlets for social activity. Debbie
went to Cedar Point, Cleveland,
and Orrvillc, rented movies, and
even found time to go shopping.
Staying here over the summer,
Debbie noticed "all of the work
and activity that goes on here behind ihe scenes, things which
most students don't know about."
Debbie mentioned the many summer camps run at the College and
the material improvements made
here, such as the installation of
the new phone system and the replacement of furniture in Babcock.
To Debbie, the campus seemed
"quiet and sheltered" this summer.
But without hesitation, Debbie
said that she would spend another
summer here. "Staying here this
summer, I learned to provide for
myself. But if I could do anything
over again." Debbie said, "I would
be more frugal."
Terry Miller, from Caldwell,
Ohio, is a sophomore with prospective English and art history
majors. This was Terry's first
summer stay on campus. While
living in Kcnardcn Lodge, a residence noted for its school-yea- r
noisiness, Terry found the summer
"tranquil" with lots of quiet lime
to himself.
When not at work monitoring
housing for summer camps at the
College, Terry listened to the radio, read, and visited friends in
town. Terry also helped the administration in drafting proposals
for the College community's
AIDS policy. Because he had a
car, Terry could travel off campus
when he wanted.
The highlight of Terry's summertime here was the Fourth of
July. Along with other lucky
viewers, Terry watched the evening's fireworks from atop Kaukc
Tower, the highest building in
see

Summer:

page 12
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Ms. Conceptions Habitat transports houses
DONNETTE FISHER, REPRESENTATIVE
OF WOMEN'S ISSUES HOUSE

Before I jump into the heavy
duly stuff, I'd like to give you a
little information about who wc
are and what wc do.
WHAM (Women in Harmonious Association with Men), formerly known as the Women's Issues Block, resides in Troycr
House at the south end of campus.
Wc have expanded our program to
include men this year, and a number of exciting activities arc being
planned. In addition to our weekly
column, wc will be pulling out a
newsletter devoted to iswomen not only .
affect
sues that
on this campus but also nationwide. Contributions to the newsletter arc welcome, and may be
sent to campus box 3 1 24.
As the battle for reproductive
freedom heals up, wc will be helping other groups on campus organize upcoming marches and letter
writing campaigns to make our
voices heard. Wc will also be
working wilh these groups to forward equal iiy in the Woosicr community.
Wc believe that everyone has
something to contribute to
WHAM. Our doors arc always
open to people wilh ideas on the
issues with which wc deal or to
those who have questions about
what wc do. Feel free to talk to
any member of the house about
what's going on and join us for
our dinner meetings, Friday evenings atc5:30 in the first conference
room of line one in Lowry. The
following studcnis are members of
WHAM: Sabra Aaron, Leslie
Shcllow, Caiilin Cary, Jamie
Sloan, Rebecca Dougan, Mike
Snavcly, Donncttc Fisher, Heath
Stevens, Julie Gutowski, Laura
Wcinburg, Katie Luce, .Mike
Wells, Cheryl Martin, and Paul
Wilkinson.
bi-wcc-

kly

As I was walking to Taylor
around 10 p.m. this evening to
type this article, I was contemplating what in the hell I was going
to write about as I subconsciously
checked for prowlers behind every
tree. I kept to the well-l- it
side of the street, and jumped at
every sound. I ran into a woman
coming out of Matccr and, without realizing why, I felt comforted
by her presence. I entered into a
brief conversation wilh her.
"It's pretty dark out here, isn't
ii?" she asked.
"Yeah, this is the dark end of
campus," I replied.

DAVID GREENE
Staff Writer

She went on to ask me what
the safest rouic to Compton would
be. I directed her to lighted paths
and agreed thai "since it's so early,
it'll probably be okay." As she
walked away I was suddenly aware

of my own fear and was dumbfounded by the fact thai although
wc had never met before, wc
shared a bond that all women
sharc-l- hc
fear bf walking alone at
night.
Wc, as women, will probably
never be free from the fear of rape.
Since wc were children wc have
been taught to think of sexual violence as part of our natural environment. The prospect of being
raped is a constant reminder of the
extent to which society devalues
and objectifies us as women. It
severely limits our ability and
right to make choices about our
own lives by making us feci pow-

In an effort to continue iis commitment to providing adequate
shelter for the area's needy, the
Wayne County affiliate of Habitat
for Humanity successfully transhomes, a
ported five two-stodonation from the College, via flat
bed trucks on June 7. The homes,
three of which had been located on
Pine Court and two

ii
HABITAT1"

on-Stib-

- ...

;

lit,

HfH.w WAYNE
COUNTY

bs

Street, needed lo be removed in

HUMAN 1TY

HOUSES

ry

or-

der to accommodate construction

of the new residence hall.

Habitat for Humanity is a priit
Christian organivate,
MkePepper
Habitat for Humanity houses are under reconstruction.
zation whose goal is to eliminate
substandard housing. It docs this professor of mathematics and the al, who was to receive an honorary
of the couniy affiliate doctorate from the College May 8,
by building homes in partnership vicc-cha- ir
triggered a flood of donations for
and Chris Alghini, then president
wilh individuals currently living
in substandard housing whose inaof the campus chapter, approached the relocation project
The fundraiser turned out to be a
President Copcland wilh an innovbility to afford standard rent payhuge success, for donations from
ative plan to salvage the five
ments and qualify for housing
loans prevent them from acquiring homes and incorporate them into individuals, hanks, and businesses
erless.
their housing ministry. Copcland totaled over $180,000, nearly doudecent housing.
Violent acts by men against
Habitat docs not give houses agreed, provided that the plan was bling the costs of the move. The
women arc justified and explained away, but instead makes housing approved by the College's Board of Wooster Campus Chapter contribaway by the rapist's seemingly inuted over $3000 raised through a
affordable for low income families Trustees.
n
were
(rocking chairs, not
move
the
costs
The
dividual psychological problems,
of
The
cost.
by selling the houses at
fimove
in
Lowry Center, loft
the
&
to
roll)
staggering:
rock
S40.000
house
a
by those who uphold the present
Habitat
recipient of
in"spring cleaning"
the
construction,
buy
norms,
who
and
year
by
those
and
gender
five houses, $30,000 to
nances it through a twenty
payus
the
ignore
making
cultural
encourage 10
work.
4.78 acre lot of land and S30.000
terest free mortgage,
The parade of homes itself was a
meaning of rape and ihc overall
ments of approximately $250 per for electricity, telephone and cable
hour job for the Apple
TV expenses. On April 15 the
context of power relations within month, and also contributes
12
Creek House Movers, attracting
fundraising project began, and
which rape occurs. The truth is roughly five hundred hours of laspectators throughout Wooster.
thai violence against women is bor to the construction of the Wayne Couniy Habitat worked
Community support and coopera$100,000
to
maintain
the
and
raise
vigorously
men
to
house.
by
exert
used
tion were essential to the move,
8
May
by
deadline set
before the
their power and control over our
The proposal to transport the
for electrical wires had to be temlives. The threat of male violence homes was developed by the joint
the Board of Trustees. The camkeeps us in "our place" and discoupus appearance of Millard Fuller, porarily cut, and obstructive tree
efforts of the Wayne County affilirages us from stepping out of our ate of Habitat and the Wooster founder and executive director of
traditional roles. It makes us afsee Habitat: page 16
Campus Chapter. Donald Bcanc, Habitat for Humanity Interna tion-raid to walk down the street. It
keeps us constantly aware of how
wc look. It scares us when we're
alone.
"Our culture can be characterized
as a rape culture because the image
of heterosexual intercourse is based
on a rape model of sexuality"
us
(p.43, "The Rape Culture" in
Women: A Feminist Perspective
1979). Beginning at an early age,
men are taught to adopt a
"conquest mentality" in their dealWestwood Connection features a wide vartiety of tapes,
ings with females.
They are
CD's and records as well as cards, Argus products,
taught that they must be aggresL
select music videos and more.
sive to "score," to "get" sex, and
to make women "put out" They
arc expected to show force and
Check out the "baby book'
LIMITED TIME OFFER
dominance and to disregard the
for a special 20 discount on your first purchase
at Westwood Connection
weak refusals of the female because the myth still exists that
rape is a woman's fantasy. (This
myth denies the fact that women
arc used and discarded as deperson- 437 E. Pine SXree(behlnd Mateer)
non-prof-

-

rock-a-tho-

Westwood j
Connection

is your

on-camp-

record store!

t-sh- lrts,

-

Westwood Connection

see
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On My

Mind

DAVE COOGAN

Car Dealers

"

Selling cars is a game of chance.
Like the gambler, the car dealer
spends most of his or her time
losing. Car dealers seem pathetic
to me. They never leave their
gleaming casinos, yet they seldom
win that elusive commission jackpot My mother and I visited
many casinos this past June and
learned many different sales approaches as we searched for a brand
spankin new car.
One dealer look the
approach. With
slick,
the sleeves of his fitted while shirt
rolled up like all cool guys, this
guy tried to impress us by being a
together, hip, now guy with the
ability to meet our criteria in ihe
vehicle of our choice. Decked out
in black slacks and black leather
shoes, he reminded me of Denny
Terrio from "Dance Fever."
Denny told us about the engine,
anyway, and kept referring us to
the "business manager" to discuss
the price. This was not the last
time we would hear this alibi. I
imagined that this mysterious
business manager, who we were
supposed lo believe was the only
one who knew anything about
price, was either another dealer or
the guy who mopped the floors. I
imagined that when it was time to
play good copbad cop with the
customer, this mystery man would
slip on a tie and slide behind the
"business manager's" desk.
Price was essentially the bottom
line with us. Yet price, we soon
learned, was not top on the agenda
of many car dealers. Most car
dealers assumed we had an insatiable appetite for details about the
engine.
One male chauvanist car dealer
assumed that because I was a guy,
I and I alone would be able to fathom the complexity of engine details. Comments about the cylinders, fuel injection, the transmission, the alternator, and the number of liters in the engine were directed to me in a gruff sort of way.
My mother was excluded from
this exchange, which was ironic
considering that she would be the
one paying for the car.
ever-popul-ar

fast-talki-

ng

alized objects when they are assaulted). When persuasion fails,
men arc encouraged to simply

overpower

the woman with
In this

jV,y
'

'

.

J

Despite my awareness of this
situation, I caught myself giying
,
d
this
male
knowing grins, curt responses, and
all the rest of the stuff that male
bonding is made of when engines
are involved. We had a brief but
thoroughly masculine discussion
of the vehicle's engine, although I
didn't know what the hell he was
talking about
One man look the personal approach. This guy was so interested in us that he forgot all about
the cars. He asked us probing
questions about our personal lives
and searched us with lively hazel
eyes. Once in a while he would
run his hand through his curly
brown hair and laugh, to show us
that we were having fun, and that
we should feel comfortable talking
to our friend the car dealer.
He immediately paired us up as
Mom and the bored kid. He tried
to entice me with the different stereo systems in each car, cleverly
dodging our questions on price.
He took advantage of those silent
moments, while we were thinking
of questions, to get chummy.
When I made the mistake of telling him that I played drums, it
suddenly seemed that every car he
showed us would be "great for
haulin' those drums around!"
What type of drums do you have?
What kind of music do you like?
Arc you in a band? I was sure he
had me nailed as the rebellious 17
d
to Bon
year old who
or. White Snake.
He probably sensed my contempt for him and shifted his attention to my mother. I wandered
around the show room opening
and closing car doors and writing
down sticker prices. When I got
back, he was happily grinning.
My mother was trying to get off
with a condensed version of her
life as an early; childhood educator.
We were, getting nowhere with
this guy. I was suspicious of his
whole approach. Did he really
think that if he made friends, wc
beer-gutte-

red-fac-

ed

head-bange-

see
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page 16

"aggression and control."
context, rape is not a deviation
from the norms of sexual and social behavior in our culture.
As much as the patriarchal society wc live in socializes men to believe that violence against women
is acceptable, it also socializes
women to believe that they are responsible for the violence against
them. Society tells women that it
seductiveis their bchavior-lh- cir
"invites"
ness or carclcssncss-th- at

Summer from page

1

-

1-

violence. In other words, they
bring it on themselves. By blaming the victim, society releases the
male offender from the responsibility of his actions. By making
women feel guilty, society dissuades them from fighling back.

stop condoning it in others
and stop blaming women
for it! " (p. 100 & 102, Our Bod-

ies Ourselves!
None of us wants to feel afraid.
None of us should have to. The
reality today, however, is that
"Women are not guilty rape, and other forms of sexual
for the violence committed abuse, arc prevalent in our society
by men on our body, mind, and on our campus. Do not be
This violence ashamed of your fear and do not
and spirit.
happens because of men's neglect to protect yourself. Until
greater power and their mis- rape is no longer a concern of
use of that power!.... Men women, fear of rape will be just
must stop committing vio- one of the many facets of our

lence against women, stop
each other from doing it,

10- -

Wooster. .
Terry appreciated the College's
rent
low
Desummer
residents.
charged lo
spite this, Terry hinted, if he docs
decide to stay in Woosier over the
summer again, he would live off
campus.
Reflecting on his summer residence, Terry said, "With the feelI gained, I
ing of
know how well I can survive on
my own." Eight semesters at the
College might not make all of us
confident in our own
but perhaps a summertime here can.
Shireen Uehzadi, a senior
from Bay Village, Ohio, is majoring in English and working toward
her leaching certificate. Shireen,
who also lived in Kcnardcn, found
six-dollar-per-n- ight

self-sufficien- cy

self-sufficien-

cy,

the atmosphere clean and comfort-

able. "It only got noisy around
my room on the weekends, and
that was fine with me," Shireen
said.

Shireen worked in downtown
Wooster with an insurance agency
as an assistant customer service
representative. She also worked
on campus during the weekends as
student supervisor of food service.
While working in her food service position, Shireen experienced
the highlight of her summer.
d
This occurred over Alumni
in early June. Shireen said,
"It was incredible to feel the
school spirit of people celebrating
their 60th and 65th reunions here.
Seeing these people's excitement
makes mc proud that I will graduate from the College."
We-ken-

Even with all of her job responsibilities, Shireen was able to
travel off campus. She went to

Cleveland, Akron, and Canton.
On the weekends, she attended
cvcnLs at Blossom Music Center,
many movies in the local theatres,
and nightclubs where she and her
friends could dance.

However, Shireen insists that
her best experiences this summer
were here in Wooster, on and
around campus. "This summer, I
independence,"
achieved all-oShireen declared. "I paid my own
bills, provided my own food, and
kept myself on schedule." All in
all, Shireen developed a deep personal attachment for Wooster.
"It's a place I will stay for another
summer if I can do it, for my career if I can make iu"
ut

CD&P from page 6
categories: A) Those going on to
Graduate school and B) Those
employment afe
seeking
latter group is
The
graduation.
ter
corporate,
into
subdivided
further
service
public
and
education,
is
consideration
Equal
branches.
into
all
falling
given to students
categories.
Thomas stresses the importance
of the relationship between the
student and his or her advisor.
"We are actually the last step in
choosing a career for most seniors.
By the time they get to us they
should already have a pretty good
idea of what they want to do with
their lives," he said.
Mr. Thomas wished to add that
the CD&P office will be moving
later this year in order to expand
and improve its facilities. Senior
students who have been with the
office for some time will become
peer counselors to give graduating
seniors another perspective in the
very important process of choos-in- g
'
'v yt'i,s
a career '
full-tim-

PAID TRAINING
We can help YOU be part of the
exciting telemarketing industry!
Set your own schedule
Base wage plus incentive
New Wooster office
Work with outgoing people like yourself
talking with industry professionals
CALL TODAY FOR INTERVIEW!

SHANNON TEMPORARY SERVICES, INC.

(216)
(614)

264-300- 1
622-260- 0
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Women's soccer whip Otterbein; tie
Heidelberg

Trainers assist
student athletes

TOM STEFANIK
Sports Writer
'"

-

"

-

"

.

.

,

The Lady Scots soccer team
opened their season last Thursday
against Otterbein. They earned a
decisive 0 victory behind a
strong defense and powerful offense. Sophomore forward. Dot
while
Verbrugge earned a hat-triscorer,
Cathie
leading
year's
last
Docherty, scored the other two.
On Saturday, the team scrimmaged a determined Heidelberg
team. The match resulted in a 2
tie, which was disappointing to
the team who felt they should have
beat them outright Verbrugge
scored her fourth goal of the year
and was helped by senior midfielder Kathy Dolan who notched her
first one of the season.
The team played Wilmington on
Wednesday, September 6, and the
results will appear in the September 15 issue of the Voice. Tomorrow, Walsh will travel to Wooster
for an 11:00 a.m. scrimmage. On
.Tuesday, the team will travel to
Geneva for a 5:00 p.m. match.
5--

ck

2--

Without the student trainers and
I! Dr.Tom Love, the athletes and the
coaches at the College of Wooster
would have a hard time getting off
the ground. When someone falls
down or otherwise hurts themselves, a trainer is almost always
on hand to help. They cover every
practice and even travel with the
teams to away games. Taping
ankles and giving water during the
hot, sunny hours of practice, the
trainers work rain or shine in caring for the athletes.
All this work requires a very
heavy commitment to the job. As
Love emphasized, "the student
trainers shoulder- a lot of responsibility for minimal pay." With
only one certified trainer Love,
i
most of the workload and the responsibility filters down to the
staff.
Five trainers: Christy Mabry,
Newsservices
A women's soccer player maneuvers around an oppponent Jim Papp, Jane Major, Eric Gard
and Martha Lange, arrived on cam
in wooster's season opening victory over utterbein.
'

m

-

Defense dominates
Capital scrimmage
PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor
One of the first priorities of any
head football coach during preseason is to consolidate his team
around a strong defense. For the
College of Wooster Fighting Scot
coach Bob
football team, fifth-yethis
begun
already
Tucker has
transformation with great success
as the tenacious defensive unit
dominated the squad's first encounter of the season in a scrimmage
against Capital this past Saturday.
The Scot's are hoping to overcome last season's disappointing
9
overall record and have been
busily searching for ways in
which they can improve their odds
this coming season. During the
ar

1--

existing

pre-seas-

on

campaign,

there has been considerable discussion about a new attitude that has
swept through training camp and
judging from Saturday's performance, this "talk" was not merely
speculation. The Scots came out
roaring and although not every assignment was executed perfectly,
it was, most importantly, a team
effort marked by excessive enthu
siasm and effort by each and every
player.

SHADE WHTESEL
Assistant Sports Editor

pus Tuesday, August 15, weeks
before the majority of the students
arrived. They worked eight hours
a day, five to six days a week covering thepre-seaspractices of the
varsity teams. Now, in the regular
season, they and the rest of the
staff work approximately four
hours for three weekdays plus covering a game away or home on
on

Saturday.

Mabry takes charge when Love
is out or away and also handles the
day to day scheduling. Commanding the title of "head student trainer," Mabry has worked for four
years at Wooster and also gained

experience working in high
school.
Working in the training room is
job. The
not a regular work-stud- y
students have an interest beyond
monetary compensation. Major
comments, "I. do it for the experience and because I enjoy being
around the atmosphere of sports."
The staff is small and diverse,
see Trainers: page 15

Men's soccer wins defensive battle
with score of

in overtime

1-- 0

PETE "MAD DOG" MACK
Sports Writer
Since the encounter with Capital
official
scrimmage,
only
a
was
There was no need to ask who
statistics were not recorded but it
the winner of the Wooster Invitawas a special day for every Wooster player because it gave them the tional was this yean one look at
opportunity to line up against the. smile on Coach Nye's face
told the whole story. The bottom
someone other than themselves.
For coaches, it provided them with line: the trophy was back in the
two things. First of all, they had a hands of its rightful owners. How
it got there seems to be of more
chance to see every player in acconsequence.
the
fill
tion while deciding how to
The Scots opened their season
spots vacated by graduated seniors.
the highly touted NAIA
against
Secondly, the scrimmage provided
Fresno-PacifiAnd
powerhouse,
them and the rest of the team with
minutes
only
ten
was
game
as the
some valuable analysis of the basic offensive and defensive schemes underway it seemed as if the Scots
which are essential in building a would indeed be singing "Goodbye Foreward Adam Brewer gets
Yellow Brick Road" before the during Saturdays victory over
winning team.
inevitable happened: BANDA!
Defensively, the Scots set the day was through.
With about 15 minutes remaining
The Fresno squad manhandled
tempo on the opening series and
in the game, Ian Banda rifled a
turned in an inspiring combined the Scots through the first minwasn't
game
and
it
if
shot past Fresno's keeper to give
the
Capiof
utes
allowing
performance while
the
a 0 lead. As the game
of
Wooster
determination
sheer
the
for
tal minimal net yardage the entire
continued,
scored
it appeared as though
be
to
not
defense
Wooster
day. Overall, the defensive unit
the victory locked
a
had
easily
been
Scots
might
have
the
upon,
it
was very aggressive and made few
hardly any opFresno
from
giving
Cali.
up,
boys
the
for
cake walk
mistakes as it received a tremenscore.
to
portunities
seemed
to
something
dous boost from the returning ex- 'Eventually,
But with six ant a half minutes
perience of the starting linebackers spark the Dogs of Terror into acgame
remaining in the game, and
the
tion. Immediately
headed by seniors Geoff Belz
turned around. Yet by the end of through no fault of his own,
(North Olmsted), Karl Penn
un0(Youngstown), Jeff Lasell (Beuen-dor- f, the first half, the score remained - Wooster's Mphatso Namwali
goal
of
fortunately tallied his first
Iowa), and junior Vic Kamin- - 0.
With the second half came a the year when a ball glanced off
14
FootbaU.
second wind, and eventually the his forehead and into the Wooster
c.

1--

taKe Pepper

airborne to deflect a pass
Skidmore.

cage, evening the score at 1. 1
would like to put to rest at this
time any rumors that David
Scruggs has been working with
Mphatso on this shot in the hope
of erasing bis threeoals against
record here at Wooster.
The first overtime came and
went uneventfully, and it wasn't
until four minutes into the second
overtime that Fresno goalkeeper,
David Veith, realized that his good
buddy Ian Banda had come back for
an encore. And encore is exactly
what Banda did. He encored the
see Men's Soccer, page 15
1--

.
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Field hockey has rough start
nervousness which kept Wooster
on the defensive throughout the
game. Sophomore Aimee Zedlitz
commented that the team needed to
be more offensive, but added that
she was "confident in the team's
scoring potential this season."
The team will continue to work
on flat and through passing combinations during the week in order
to avoid the interception of the diagonal pass. By passing on a direct 180 degree angle to a teammate (or flat passing as us hockey

KATHY OSTA
Sports Writer
The women's field hockey team
was given an opportunity to put
their hard work to the test in a
scrimmage against Slippery Rock
on Saturday. The scrimmage gave
Coach Brenda Meese a chance to
experiment with different combinations of players while allowing
everyone on the "team playing
time.
The team played wjjh first game

Women's volleyball has rough start
Lynette Miller. Brittian and Miller also intimidated their opponents
with numerous "ace" serves. Good
defensive performances by sophomore Cathy Shellhammer, junior
Andrea Sweazy, and sophomore
Emily Sullivan helped to reduce
the work of Lisa Clark, a first-yesetter, who will be an important
asset to this year's team.
Although the team is presently
experiencing "peaks and valleys"
in their team playing abilities ac

RHONDA VANDEWORP
Sports Writer
Wooster's women's volleyball
team opened its season Saturday
by hosting John Carroll, Earlham
' and Shawnee at a home tournament Although finishing the day
with a disappointing 0--3 record (1-- 6
game record), individual performances proved to be impressive.
Strong attacks were seen from
senior Michelle Brittian, junior
student
Carolyn Bare, and first-ye-

ar

cording to Coach Pam Smith, she
is confident that this year's young
team has the determination and
ability to mesh together and produce a successful volleyball team.
The women's volleyball team
will be traveling this weekend to
Pittsburgh to participate in the

Carnegie Mellon Tournament
Wooster fans have the opportunity
to see volleyball action Wednesday, September 13, as Wooster
hosts Grove City and.Otterbein.

ar
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ski (Youngstown).
The front line, anchored by sen

iors Chris Carini (Branxville,
NY.) and Joe Luckring(Massillon),
as well as sophomore Jeff Crabtree
(Wooster), provided a strong pass
rush which yielded only four pass
attempts all day. The secondary,
which features seniors Jim Brown
(Springfield) and Mike Casey
(Lyndhurst) and sophomores Gary
Miller (Stow) and Eric Roberts
(Cleveland) looked sharp and will
only improve as the season pro-

,

y
r- -

gresses.

.

n

The offense also looked impressive under the leadership of junior
quarterback Mike Knappic (Ritt-maIan Lockwood
who showed poise in the
Two Fighting Scot football players prepare for their
pocket and made good decisions
throughout the day. However, it ' season openmer Saturday against Albion.
was a frustrating day for the offenCoach Tucker's choice to stick to (Vienna, W. Va.) and John Toth
sive unit in some respects because
the basics of the offense may have (Avon Lake) represent potentially
they moved the ball extremely
g
one of the best offensive lines in
hindered the Scot's
line
well between the two
in
ability to some extent but,
the North Coast Athletic Confermarkers but had difficulty punchexpoence.
turn, they received valuable
ing it into the endzone.
Overall, it was a very positive
sure to the heart of the offense.
This is not an unusual outcome
The trio of talented running
day for the Fighting Scots in
for a scrimmage because many
which they improved on many areteams will sacrifice points in favor backs featuring Brian Grandison
(Cuyahoga
Lyons
Tim
(Akron),
as
of the game and moved one step
fundaof sharpening the team's
(Elkridge,
Mallory
and
Falls),
TJ.
closer
to their season opener tomental skills in preparation for
a
well
behind
extremly
ran
Md.)
against Albion at home.
morrow
the season opener. Unlike a game
line
front
of
experienced
and
experienced
defense and
solid
With an
situation when the offense will adSolak
Tom
Seniors
an offense with the potential to
blockers.
just its play calling to the oppo(Elyria), Pat McKenna (Olmsted
explode at any time, tomorrow's
nents defense, coaches will often
call a list of plays regardless of the Township), E.C. Pelaia (Breck- - contest should prove to be one of
sville), and junio
defensive formation.

r

n)
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20-ya- rd

So The

buffs so affectionately refer to it)
players are able to decrease the risk
of a defensive interception.
It is by moving the ball up the
field in a series of flat and thru
passes that the team hopes to,
blow by Kenyon this Saturday at
Kenyon. Kenyon is the first conference game of the season and'
will be a crucial starting; point for
the team. A victory over Kenyon
would give the team the necessary
confidence it needs for a successful
season.

Way I
See

It

C. J. MITCHELL

Donnie Moore, Pete Rose and
A. Bartlett Giamatti. The boys of
summer, a summer of tragedy.
Normally at this time of year,
baseball fans are looking towards
the playoffs, the World Series and
the general excitement that goes
with baseball in the fall.
This fall baseball is ruined for
me. First of all, the Cincinnati
Reds were basically out of it after
break. But before the
the
season even started, I knew we
were in for some trouble.
Wade Boggs of the Boston Red
Sox, stated in the off season that
he was addicted to sex. Boggs was
then totally exposed in a sex scandal that dominated sports pages for
weeks.
Penthouse magazine got ahold
of it and in an interview with
Boggs' mistress, proceeded to tear
down one of the greatest players
we have today.
Next was the beginning of the
worst thing to hit baseball since
the Black Sox. Pete Rose. If you
didn't know who Pete Rose was
before the March, you probably do
now. If you still don't know then
you must live under a rock.
Pete Rose played and managed
my home team, Cincinnati. I grew
up with him. He was an American
institution. Poor white man with
little talent that hustled, practiced
and generally worked his butt off
to be the best player around. He
lived the dream of a million kids.
He was the American baseball
hero. He had more hits than any
other player and played in more
AU-St- ar

W

I
J:
v4

winning games.
Now we look at Pete Rose a different way. He is sick. He has a
disease. He is a compulsive gambler and he is in love with money.
I'm mad at him; I hate him and I
feel sorry for him.
The only thing that meant anything to him was baseball. It
brought him happiness. It had
been a part of his life for almost
30 years. Now baseball is without
Pete Rose. Is there a worse punishment?
For Pete Rose perhaps there is.
The Hall of Fame, does" he belong?
Hell, yes. Even though he may be
a lying, cheating, gambling hood,
you cannot forget the impact he
has made on baseball. I can't and I
won't try to.
Last Friday afternoon, the biggest baseball fan of all died of a
heart attack, A. Bartlett Giamatti,
the commisioner of baseball.
He was a former president of
Yale where he was on a first name
He
basis with some students.
walked the campus with a radio to
his ear to constantly keep up with
his favorite team, the Boston Red
Sox.
Giamatti's name was most often
seen in relation to the Pete Rose
saga. Giamatti banned Pete Rose
from baseball. Did the stress get
to him? Those that knew say no.
But who can be sure?
This has been a rough season for
baseball. Baseball will recover. As
A. Bartlett Giamatti said in statement that banned Rose, "No one
is bigger than baseball."

game-breakin-

Interested in covering a Wooster sport?

The Sports Staff needs you!!!
If you are interested, please contact
Paul Jacobus or

William Van Cleave at ext. 2757.
(J
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Men's Soccer from page
ball into the back of the Fresno
onion bag for the game winning
goal.
y
But while the
Wooster fans sang (appropriately
enough) "Going Back to Cali," the
Scots had Saturday's match-u- p
against Skidmore already on their
minds. Wooster came out fired up
Saturday afternoon and promptly
buried Skidmore 0 within 22
minutes.
By the end of the game both
Adam Brewer and first-yeRio
Morgan had tallied two goals
apiece. This was perhaps the most
heartening aspect of the game, because first of all it proved that
happy-go-luck-

4--
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Wooster is in fact a

multi-Train-

er

from page 13
with many different majors and interests. Many play a sport one
season and work the other or even
do both at once. Since Wooster
does not have a Sports Medicine
major, students interested in it or a
related field must formulate a special major. If interested in going
on to become a certified trainer,
they must take a certification test

13- dimensional team, and second of
all, it relieved Banda of having to
kick the ball into the back of the
net all the time. Kirk Neureiter,
Josh Sternberg, and Ian Banda also
had one assist apiece. But possibly
the most enjoyable moments of
the game came from Mphatso as
he beautifully assisted on two
goals and added one of his own for
the Scots.
With the weekend and. all of its
accomplishments and celebrations
behind, the Scots begin their quest
for an NCAC Championship as
well as a bid for the National
Tournament. Their 0 record
serves, as assistant coach Paul
McG inlay said, "as a good founda

I h

ahead only gets rougher.
As players we know our poise,
concentration and determination
must get greater with each game,
so as we take to the road Wednesday night for a game against
Baldwin-Wallac- e
and then again
this weekend for a tournament at
Rochester we take with us all of
the support and encouragement
you the fans gave us this weekend
in the hope that we might make
The College of Wooster proud to
be the home of a soccer team that
is ranked fifth in the nation.
THANK YOU for the support It's
given a new meaning to the term

2--

"home field advantage."

given by the National Athletic
Trainers Association. This test requires certain courses like Exercise
Physiology plus 1500 hours of
work under a certified trainer.
While the majority of the student trainers do not go on to take
the test, they opt for a related field,
like "health or caring or service orientated," says Love. There are

6
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Athletes go on strike
at three schools

tion," but the. Scots know the road

openings in the trainer staff due to
the graduation last year of five seniors. Anyone interested needs to
talk to Love in the P.E.C. training
room.
All of the staff: Mabry, Ann
Moser, Major, Gard, Papp, Lisa
Darlene Henze,
e,
Lange, Julie Anderson, Dot
TJ. Mallory, and Alan
Pohoryles, deserve appreciation
and a special thanks for helping
the sports program get off the
ground and back into the game.
Zink-Seama- n,

Ver-brugg-

sponse.
All but a handful of the 55 Prairie View players returning to the
squad for the 1989 season say they
want Catchings to leave, too, and
swear they'll remain on strike until he either quits or is fired.
The players say Catchings withheld their textbooks, suspended
regular study halls and conducted
practices that left them
little time to study.
At a February 14 press conference, Prairie View President Percy
A. Pierre said the school will investigate the allegations.
"Academics must always come
first for all our students," Pierre
. said during the press conference.
"Football is still an extracurricular
activity."
The ten basketball players at
San Jew State called Berry verbally and mentally abusive, and said
they won't play for him anymore.
They quit the roster en masse,
provoked when Berry grabbed one
of the players and threw him to
the ground.
By refusing to play, the athletes
risked losing their scholarships.
But when the athletes hired Mtl-vi- n
Belli, an internationally
attorney known as the "king
of torts, to represent them in a
possible lawsuit, the university
said it would honor the scholarships.
"Denying these student-athletfinancial assistance might impact
their ability to complete their formal college education," said San
Jose State Athletic Director Randy

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
The trend of athletes striking to
punish their coaches continued in
when virtually all
the members of Prairie View
A&M University's football team
said they won't attend spring practice unless the Texas school fires
its head coach.
The players charged coach Haney
Catchings would not let them
study enough.
A month earlier, ten San Jose
State University basketball players
quit their team, claiming coach
Bill Berry was abusive. They refused to return until SJSU fired
mid-Februa-

ry

six-ho- ur

Berry.

A little less formally, several
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs students have quit the
basketball team, publicly complaining about coach Jeff Thompson's skills.
And at New York City's Columbia University, football players
trying to force Coach Larry McEl- reavy to resign told the press
McElreavy was having an extramarital affair and drinking excessively. McElreavy quit in re- -
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Former University of Colorado
at Colorado Springs players are
just as angry at Coach Jeff
Thompson, though for different

I
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ball team manager.
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On September 12, please see Captain Viets
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Berry because it's against school
policy to dismiss a coach in
The ten athletes who left
11"
team have been rebasketball
the
11
others, including
eight
by
placed
four football players and a baskety

I
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Hoffman.
But the university refused to fire
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reasons.

"Jeff Thompson would be a good

junior high coach because he
teaches the fundamentals, but
when you reach the college level,
the players already know that
stuff," said former player Leif Joy.
"Thompson took the desire to
play basketball out of me."
"Thompson is incapable of
coaching at the college level," add-.

see
..-.-- .
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Strikes:

page 16
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Habitat from page

COQgail

11- -

limbs had to be trimmed. Beane
remarked that "It's very symbolic
of how people in our community
are devoted to helping others."
The houses are presently located
at the corner of Eastern Avenue
and Bardon Street, one block east
of Leroy's, and arc unoccupied.
Wayne County Habitat and the
Wooster Campus Chapter arc currently renovating the homes in order to use them as single family

The Wayne County
residences.
affiliate is also scheduled to build
nine more new homes, as money
becomes available, on the same
plot of land as the homes moved
'
in June.
A great deal of renovation work
and street improvements needs to
be done in order for families to be
able to move into these homes.
Construction crews arc on the site
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Satur

days between 8:30 ajn. and 4:30
p.m.
For more information on volunteering, contact David Dring, president of the Wooster Campus
Chapter. Anyone interested in gating involved with the Habitat program on campus is also invited to
the campus chapter meeting Sunday September 10 at 7 p.m. in the
Faculty Lounge, where the semester's agenda will be discussed.

If you can find aMatintosh
in this noonvwe might put one
inyours. Eree.

from page

12-

My mother and I left the casinos
in frustration. We abandoned Denny Tcrrio, the male chauvanist,
and our dear, close friend with hazel eyes. We left them in their casinos and wondered if they would
ever get lucky. We also abandoned our search for a new car.
While we were impressed with
many of the cars we saw, the dealers we met were all lemons.

would sign a contract and invite
him over for a barbecue? As we
tried to leave, he asked me who
my favorite drummer was; this
was one last slab at winning me
over. Knowing that he probably
expected to hear me say Neil Peart
of Rush or Keith Moon of The
Who every drummer's first love
I turned to him and said. "Oh I
don't know, probably myself."

Strikes from page

IS- -

an assistant coach, Phil Jackson,
and several players told reporters
the coach had lost their respect because they thought he was drinking heavily and having an affair
with a member of the athletic

ed Eric Fenstermacher, another
UCCS player who left the team
rather than play for Thompson.
"UCCS will never have a winning season with Thompson as
head coach," he maintained.
McEireavy left Columbia after

Andrews Library

The College of Wooster
Schedule of Hours

1989-199- 0

Monday-Thursda-
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.

Friday

Saturday
Sunday

.
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ds

Academic Computing Services
Taylor Hall, Room 205

I

8.00 am. -- 12:00 p.m.
8:00 am. -- 10:00 p.m.
9:00 am. -- 10:00 p.m.
- midnight
noon

MwL

rrrwmrmm

nwinuifW

Friday-7:3- 0

PM.

10:00 P.M.
11:00 P.M.
Saturday-Tri-

School Daze
Bull Durham
DJ Jocelyn Malone
-

7:30

Mateer
Mateer
Underground

p

to Yankee Peddler's Festival
Bull Durham
7:30 PM.
School Daze
10:00 P.M.
The College Underground
11:00 PJVf.

Sunday- Somebodyls gang to win a free Macintosh.
Enter September 4dKSepteznber 22nd

Semester

Presents this weekend

MM ( VlMHttC
In whui wifl surely fx- - tlx easiest lest of t xw inieOeil this term, Afiftlc invites yi hi
u try winning a free Apple" Mjcintush Hus pen rial tixnputi-- r mctvh' by finding it in
this drawing.
WB csvn giwr you a hint It not the table, the bmp. or the thair.
Now you're on your own.
lb register, kxJt fiur contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus. Oh, aD right, we'll grr you a hint for that, too: Look a the honom of this ad.
But do it realty rcaBy fast Because only one Macintosh is being given away on
this campus, and its going to happen soon.
Soon, as in right away Pnmta Quick-Eke- .
But hey, you can take a hint
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P.M.

American In Paris

Sign Up for Cedar Point Sunday Sept. 17

"GRAND SLAM!"
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